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5G Security Challenges for Verticals
Overview
• OT Industry Security Practices

• Risk-based Approach to Security
• 3GPP SA3 & 5G-ACIA WG3 Activities
• 5G Security Challenges for OT Industries
• Observations for Standardization
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Security Practices in the OT Industry – a Diverse Landscape
• Significant diversity exists among OT industry network
deployments, largely due to process and end point
device variations (time sensitivity, mobility, processing
power, etc.). Accordingly, flexibility and customization
of solutions are demanded.
• Legacy OT industry network deployments have been
relatively isolated, with very limited wireless/mobile
infrastructure.

• Operational and business processes (separation of
duties) create additional security requirements, for
example, as to who owns/manages end points vs
networks and how authentication works. There could be
layers of isolation accordingly.
• Operational scalability is a must-have in any solution
due to projected increase in end-points.

• A perimeter is a fundamental security component.
• Inside the perimeter, infrastructure and users are largely
trusted and seldom challenged.
• Availability usually gets the top priority followed by
integrity and confidentiality.
• Hardware roots-of-trust are not widely deployed.

• IEC 62443 (also ANSI/ISA-62443)
• The fundamental security standard followed to create
secure Industrial Automation and Control Systems
(IACS).
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Risk-based Approach to Security – a Spectrum of Security Responses
• Security measures must match the security risk level of
an organization.
• Each industrial vertical instance has its own risk
profile due to varying threats and vulnerabilities.
• Industrial verticals are subject to specific operational
and regulatory requirements.

• Industrial verticals need security solutions that match
their risks and fit their processes.
• A risk analysis would lead to varying security
measures based on the threat model and identified
vulnerabilities.

• A framework such as the NIST Cybersecurity Framework
or IEC-62443 could be used to determine the risk
profile and security posture of an organization.
• While one organization might have stringent
requirements on certain security aspects, another
organization might be relatively relaxed in that area.

• A spectrum of security responses need to be provided.
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5G Alliance for Connected Industries and Automation
A Joint Initiative of OT and ICT Industries

Establish a common language and a better
mutual understanding between OT and ICT

Make sure the requirements of the industrial
domain are considered in standardization

OT: Operational Technology | ICT: Information and Communication Technology
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5G-ACIA Working Group 3 on Architecture and Technology

Work Item 12: Non-Public Networks (NPNs)
Work Item 26: Security for Connected Industries and Automation
• A 5G non-public network (NPN) provides 5G
mobile network services to a clearly
defined user organization.
• The organization deploys the 5G nonpublic network on its premises, such as the
factory floor or an industrial plant.
• 5G-ACIA has published a whitepaper on
"5G Non-Public Networks for Industrial
Scenarios".

Isolated
NPN

Shared
RAN

Shared RAN &
Control Plane

NPN within
Public
Network

• Four deployment scenario categories for
non-public networks in relation to Public
5G networks have been defined by 5GACIA.
• Each deployment scenario comes with
different risks and security requirements.

• Working with OT industry partners to
collect security requirements and
operational best practices.
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5G Security Architecture in Rel-15 (33.501)
Rel-16
Baseline for broadband communication Ongoing work
Unified
authentication
framework
&
Access-agnostic
authentication

Primary
authentication

Secondary
authentication
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URLLC – low latency;
NPN – private
networks;
TSC – time sensitive
communation;
5GLAN – 5G as ethernet replacement;
eNS – network slicing;
WWC – wireline
wireless convergence
CIoT – cellular IOT

Vertical & 5G LAN study and work items in 3GPP (SA groups)
Rel-16 - SA1 TS 22.104 & TS 22.261 (requirements)
Rel-16 - SA2 TR 23.734 → TS 23.501 / 23.502 / 23.503 (architecture)
Rel 16 - SA3 TR 33.819 → TS 33.501 (security requirements and architecture)
NPN

TSN

(non-public networks)

(time sensitive networks)

Standalone

Architecture

Local switching

Non-Standalone

QoS

Group management

Access to PLMN services
via NPN (and vice versa)

Time synchronization

Rel-17 – evolutions of these work items
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5G Security Challenges for OT (operational technology) Industries – a selection
Changing trust and threat models
• A public network under the control of an operator with
uniform subscriber management functions would have
different trust and threat models than a non-public
network with varying degrees of isolation and a
multitude of end point types and owners.

Hardware root-of-trust
• While a hardware-root-of-trust has been a fundamental
component of a public network, it is rarely used in an
industrial network with perimeter protection.
• Its introduction to the NPNs would also need to match
the risk profile of organizations and their operational
processes and capabilities.

Challenges in Non-Public Networks
• Definition and management of the relationship with
PLMN’s
• Existence of separate hardware roots of trust for
connectivity and applications increasing the scalability
challenge.
• Securing high-risk, low-resource massive IoT
deployments extremely challenging for scalability.

Network slicing and virtualization
• Network slicing will be essential in numerous isolation
scenarios. Effective slice security mechanisms and coexistence with hardware roots of trust to be wellestablished.
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Observations for Standardization
PLMN <-> NPN
• PLMN deployment characteristics can be considered
relatively uniform as compared to possible NPN
variants in different vertical deployments.
• Relative uniformity served as one of the success
factors in the effective development and wide
adoption of 3GPP specifications.

Challenge: Industrial verticals don't have uniform
characteristics!
• How to create relevant and successful 5G security
specifications that can be widely deployed in industrial
verticals without diversifying "too much"?
• Let's create a limited number of security profiles
grouping together security features that match the risk
levels and processes of key scenarios.

3GPP <-> 5G-ACIA
• Telecommunications has been the core business of the
standards developers at 3GPP, who know the
requirements first hand and develop solutions.
• Industrial vertical processes have not been the core
business of telco operators, generally, and
telecommunications is not the core business of the OT
industry vendors and operators.

Challenge:
• How to collect requirements from verticals and provide
solutions that are feasible and scalable in the OT
domain?
• Let's find ways to increase OT industry participation in
3GPP and also to increase OT knowledge and
understanding of ICT partners.
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5G Security for Industrial Verticals
A spectrum of security solutions to choose from, based on risk levels and process fit.
Not diverging in all directions, remembering what made 3GPP a success in PLMN's.
Let’s define a limited number of security profiles for NPNs, and work with the OT
industry to ensure their wide adoption.
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Thank you!
Ali Rezaki & Anja Jerichow, Nokia Bell Labs
June 20, 2019
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